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Impact: Children will feel a sense of pride 
thinking about Sunderland’s manufacturing past. 
Children will have some understanding of why 
glass is important to the history of Sunderland. They 
will develop their awareness of creative careers and 
know that people train to become glass artists at the 
National Glass Centre. They will be able to cut and plan 
a composition using translucent, transparent and opaque 
materials. Children will have increased interest in visiting the 
National Glass Centre.

The Big Picture
The National Glass Centre is next to the River Wear in Sunderland. It is next to St Peters 
Campus part of Sunderland University.

Have you visited The National Glass Centre? At the National Glass Centre you might see:

• People looking at exhibitions of artwork made from glass;
• Demonstrations of people blowing glass
• Students who are studying for their degree with Sunderland University.

The National Glass Centre also houses The Northern Gallery of Contemporary Art. The 
Northern Gallery of Contemporary Art is a space showing art made by artists living and 
working now.

The National Glass Centre was built in Sunderland because the city has a long tradition of 
glass making. In the early development of the city beautiful stained-glass windows could be 
seen in Churches like those in St Peters Church.

In the Victorian era there were glass factories alongside the river making bottles and other 
everyday objects. Later Pyrex was manufactured in the city. Pyrex was a special type of glass 
that could withstand high temperatures. It was used in people’s homes to cook things and 
in factories for scientific equipment. Now the city helps train the next generation of glass 
artists.

You can learn more about the story of glass here: https://sunderlandculture.org.uk/our-
venues/national-glass-centre/exhibitions/stories-of-glass-in-sunderland/
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Target key stage: Suitable for KS1-2

Recommended duration: About 90 mins to 2 hours

Key themes: Art and Design, Science and Local History



Challenge
In this activity you are going to become a glass artist and you are going to be 
commissioned to make a piece of art. You will make a design for a piece of 
architectural glass.

Architectural glass is the name flat panels of glass used in buildings. It could be clear 
(transparent) or coloured. Stained glass is one type of coloured glass. It is a design 
made up of different colour pieces. Clear glass is coloured by adding chemicals when 
it is heated up and is liquid (molten).

Success Criteria
A successful design will:

1.  Use a variety of different colours. A glass artist doesn’t want to use too many 
colours of their design will be very expensive. Red is one of the most expensive 
colours of glass as the maker needs to add copper or gold to the molten glass to 
make the clear glass turn red.

2.  Join together like a jigsaw. In a real piece of stained-glass artist have to think about 
the angles they cut carefully. Sharp bends (acute angles) in glass are very hard to 
cut and are more likely to break (shatter).

3.  Be easy for the person looking at it (the viewer) to ‘read’. We can read pictures by 
using recognisable shapes. 

Materials
You will need a range of translucent, transparent and opaque materials.

• Translucent - allowing light, but not detailed shapes, to pass through;
• Transparent - allowing light to pass through so that objects behind can be 

distinctly seen.
• Opaque - not able to be seen through; not transparent.

You could collect these as translucent and transparent material from food packaging 
like sweet wrappers. Alternatively your teacher might have bought some materials 
for you. (Suggest some places for teachers to buy from possibly YPO specialist crafts)
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Your commission will be inspired by this 
piece which is on display at the National 
Glass Centre in the permanent ‘Stories of 
Glass Exhibition’. A permanent exhibition is 
on all the time when the building is open. If 
you are inspired by an artwork you might use 
similar shapes, colours or explore the same 
theme as the original artist.

Step by Step
• Begin by looking at our inspirational glass artwork. What do you see? Notice the types 

of shapes and colours.

• Next pick colourful pieces of translucent, transparent and opaque material that are 
similar. Cut out shapes that remind you of the original artwork.

• On a piece of clear flat plastic (like poly-pocket or piece of acetate) start arranging the 
shapes. It’s a good idea to have white paper underneath so you can see the colours. 
If you need to create different colours you could try overlapping materials. You might 
want to take photos of your design ideas to help you choose which one you like the 
most.

• Use a glue stick or a thin layer of PVA to stick your individual pieces to your paper.

• Display your piece. It might look best against a window.
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Reflection 

What do you notice about the colours when your design is against a window?

What do you think works well?

How is your design similar to the original artwork from The National Glass Centre?

What might you do differently next time?

Would you like to become a glass artist?

Stretch and Challenge
Three-dimensional glass is usually called ‘sculptural glass’. You can tell from the term 
that sculptural glass might be a sculpture that a glass artist has made to encourage us 
to think or feel a particular way. You can see sculptural glass in exhibitions at galleries. 
Sometimes you can see sculptural glass outside but it is less common than other types 
of sculpture because of its properties and cost. Glass is expensive to make. Sculptural 
glass might also be a decorative ornament for the home or something with a practical 
purpose like a vase.

Can you use translucent and transparent materials to make a three-dimensional piece? 
You could use a plastic bottle for a base.
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www. sunderlandculture.org.uk
info@sunderlandculture.org.uk

Want to know more about the artist that 
designed this resource? Contact us and we’ll 
happily introduce you!

@sunderlandculture

@SundCulture

@sunderlandculture


